JOB DESCRIPTION
Key activities include:
* Provide systems engineering support in our Los Angeles office to develop and maintain the enterprise and program technical requirements baseline, including program system specifications and interface requirements
* Manage the enterprise and program technical requirements in DOORS
* Ensure traceability of requirements to program system specifications and interface requirements
* Interface with stakeholders and external customers to coordinate requirements changes
* Design and develop Engineering models of satellite communications systems with algorithms and process flows
* Coordinate and perform Engineering analysis using satellite communications engineering tools and analysis utilities

REQUIRED EXPERIENCE:
* Bachelor's degree in technical field or equivalent experience
* Up to 5 years work in a collaborative team environment developing Engineering applications and simulation models
* Communication satellite analyses on payloads, link budgets and interfaces

PREFERRED EXPERIENCE:
* Master's Degree or higher with communication systems emphasis
* Military satellite communications with an emphasis on EHF systems

US Citizenship is required.

Salary will be commensurate with experience. LinQuest is a growing company and there will be opportunities for internal advancement. We have a generous benefits package including health, dental, vision and disability insurance, paid time off, 10 holidays (including year-end shutdown), company provided life insurance and a 401K with a company paid retirement contribution.

LinQuest is an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer. Minorities, women, veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply.